Ensure that your infrastructure provides reliable access to IBM Verse, at all times including yours seasonal peaks. As well as, if your email infrastructure has been built over time, you may be challenged by the need to move from different implementations.

Let our team review your infrastructure and identify if and where adjustments are needed to migrate to IBM Verse timely, without undue surprises nor unplanned budgetary deviations.

The IBM Verse Readiness service is a one week review that provides guidance on the following:

- Review of the current Messaging environment and its integration with other systems i.e. Messaging, directory, security, etc.
- Setup workshops and meetings to review migration requirements and make plan required actions
- Cover the migrations methods, tools and other requirements for migrations and co-existence.
- Review Staging Server and Hybrid Configuration Requirements and potential deployment options
- User pre-requisites
- Deployment guidance
- Service desk staff enablement
- Data migration
- Operations adjustments
- Cloud integration

Achieve an impressive migration speed and leave out undue risk by partnering with IBM dedicated professionals. They will apply their expertise and the latest high fidelity conversion tools to your needs. And to ensure nothing slows down this effort, they also provide Level 2 help desk support to quickly resolve.

To learn more write to: ics-services-offerings <icsso@us.ibm.com>